Septal flash assessment on CRT candidates based on statistical atlases of motion.
In this paper, we propose a complete framework for the automatic detection and quantification of abnormal heart motion patterns using Statistical Atlases of Motion built from healthy populations. The method is illustrated on CRT patients with identified cardiac dyssynchrony and abnormal septal motion on 2D ultrasound (US) sequences. The use of the 2D US modality guarantees that the temporal resolution of the image sequences is high enough to work under a small displacements hypothesis. Under this assumption, the computed displacement fields can be directly considered as cardiac velocities. Comparison of subjects acquired with different spatiotemporal resolutions implies the reorientation and temporal normalization of velocity fields in a common space of coordinates. Statistics are then performed on the reoriented vector fields. Results show the ability of the method to correctly detect abnormal motion patterns and quantify their distance to normality. The use of local p-values for quantifying abnormal motion patterns is believed to be a promising strategy for computing new markers of cardiac dyssynchrony for better characterizing CRT candidates.